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 This thesis explores the tension between scientific and portrait photography in 
nineteenth-century United States through an examination of the daguerreotypes of African 
Americans who emigrated to Liberia under the auspices of the American Colonization 
Society. Through an analysis of these daguerreotypes, I will show how these images 
communicate simultaneously in two contexts: the African American as a colonized body, and 
the African American as colonizer. The Liberian sitters depicted in these daguerreotypes offer 
a glimpse into a unique situation in which the colonized African Americans emigrated to 
Liberia and became colonizers, and as such, these daguerreotypes offer a distinct opportunity 
of examining the intersection of art, politics, and technology in the nineteenth century. I argue 
that these images became a site through which the sitters used the medium of photography not 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 This thesis explores the tension between scientific and portrait photography in 
nineteenth-century United States through an examination of the daguerreotypes of African 
Americans who emigrated to Liberia under the auspices of the American Colonization Society, 
(1816 – 1964). The ACS (fig. 1), was an organization that proposed the removal of free blacks 
from the United States as a solution to the problem of slavery. Through an analysis of the 
daguerreotypes of Jane Roberts, (fig. 2), Joseph Jenkins Roberts, (fig. 3), and Edward J. Roye, 
(fig. 4), taken by African-American photographer, Augustus Washington, (1820 – 1875) I will 
show how these images communicate simultaneously in two contexts: the African American as a 
colonized body, and the African American as colonizer. The Liberian sitters depicted in these 
daguerreotypes by Augustus Washington offer a glimpse into a unique situation in which the 
colonized African Americans emigrated to Liberia and became colonizers, and as such, these 
daguerreotypes offer a distinct opportunity of examining the intersection of art, politics, and 
technology in the nineteenth century. I argue that these images became a site through which the 
sitters used the medium of photography not only as a means of self-representation, but as a 
political tool to claim a place in society. Whereas slave photography was used to generalize, to 
focus on the black body, portrait photography was used to specify, to focus on the face, and the 
individual. The Liberian sitters chose to use the medium of photography for self-representation 
while being fully aware that photography was also used to visualize and justify slavery in the 
United States. These sitters are creating portraits to not only counter slave photographs, but to 
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craft new identities. African Americans used photographic portraits as a means to counter images 
of voyeurism and objectification which denied subjecthood.  
 Frantz Fanon’s psychology of colonialism and Homi Bhabha’s concept of mimicry 
provides a theoretical framework to consider the self-representation of the Liberian sitters. 
Fanon’s psychology of colonialism is useful in examining the behavior of the colonists, as he 
discusses how colonialism is internalized by the colonized, how an inferiority complex is 
instilled, and how through the mechanism of racism, the oppressed end up emulating their 
oppressors. Homi Bhabha’s concept of mimicry is also useful. The African Americans who 
emigrated to Liberia created a society largely based on the American society they had just left. It 
was hierarchical, with Americo-Liberians (what they chose to call themselves upon arrival in 
Liberia to distinguish themselves from the indigenous Liberians) on top, and indigenous 
Liberians on the bottom. Bhabha’s theory of mimicry applies to the society the Americo-
Liberians created in Liberia. They imitated the dress, politics, and attitudes of white, nineteenth-
century Americans. According to Bhabha, mimicry is considered an opportunistic pattern of 
behavior: one copies the person in power because one hopes to have access to that same power 
oneself. Fanon and Bhabha’s theories illuminate the psychological and sociological reasons for 
the manner in which the Liberian society was created, as well as the emulation of pose and 
clothing of nineteenth century middle-class American society seen in the daguerreotypes. The 
Liberian daguerreotypes show how the sitters used mimicry as a means of crafting an identity 
that white Americans would recognize as belonging to the middle class. These images served to 
insert African Americans into a class from which they had largely been banned, and by doing so, 
argue for social and political equality with whites. 
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 Jane and Joseph Roberts, Edward J. Roye, and Augustus Washington traveled to Liberia 
under the auspices of The American Colonization Society (ACS). The ACS was founded in 
1816, and was one of the numerous benevolence societies of the nineteenth century.1 It was 
founded as a ‘solution’ to the institution of slavery, and the ACS’s solution to slavery was to 
send freed Blacks to Africa — a movement called “colonization.” Expatriation proposals of this 
sort first surfaced during the colonial era and grew more prevalent over time. White enthusiasm 
for black removal ignited in the early 1800s, as many were alarmed by the rapidly growing free 
black and slave populations, and fears of rebellion took hold.2 Charles Fenton Mercer, Henry 
Clay, Daniel Webster, and other notables created the ACS, a group that quickly secured federal 
funding, rallied an interregional constituency, and established the colony of Liberia as a place for 
black settlement. As tensions heightened during the antebellum era, colonizationists became 
more vocal, pleading that only emancipation and deracination could solve the nation’s 
problems.3 The movement remained powerful during the Civil War, when millions of slaves 
secured liberty, and during Reconstruction, when Americans disputed the meaning of black 
freedom. Even in the 1880s and 1890s, thousands of black men and women wanted to reside in 
Liberia, and the ACS transported some of them there. Simply put, colonization was a prominent 
force in America from the pre-Revolutionary period through the post-Reconstruction years.  
 Missionaries, politicians, northerners and southerners, and slave owners were members of 
the ACS – all white and mostly men.4 Slave owners typically supported the ACS because they 
 
1Eric, Burin, Slavery and the Peculiar Solution: A History of the American Colonization Society, (Gainesville: 








considered freed blacks as extremely dangerous individuals who incited slaves to resist and/or 
runaway. Abolitionists were divided on the issue of the ACS. Some agreed that Blacks would 
never be treated as equals in the United States, but many considered the ACS as a means of 
perpetuating slavery, by removing freed blacks from society. African Americans were skeptical 
and wary of the ACS’s motives. While some African Americans considered the appeal of 
potential freedom from racism, many freed Blacks in northern states spoke openly against the 
ACS. Having been born in the United States, they felt no connection to Africa whatsoever and 
considered the U.S. home. Many African Americans doubted that the colony in Liberia even 
existed. They believed it was conceived as a means of exterminating freed Blacks, and that they 
would never leave the shores of the United States alive.5  
 The invention of the daguerreotype process enabled a vast number of Americans the 
ability to craft their identity in visual form, and for African Americans photography was about to 
become entwined in their struggle for equality. In 1839, no one foresaw that the daguerreotype 
would become so intricately involved in the institution of slavery.6 By the mid-1840s, American 
slaveholders had already begun commissioning photographic portraits of their slaves, and by 
1865, it would be difficult for many Americans to look back upon slavery and its fall without 
thinking of a photograph.5 For nineteenth-century Americans, daguerreotype portraits were a 
way of combining the scientific, ‘true’ aspect of photography, which reproduces authentic 
 
4 Dalila Scruggs, “The Love of Liberty Brought Us Here: the American Colonization Society and the Imaging of 
African-American settlers in Liberia.” Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 2010, 3.  
5 Floyd J. Miller, The Search for a Black Nationality: Black Emigration and Colonization, 1787-1863 (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1975), 54. R. J. M. Blackett also focuses on black abolitionists protest against 
colonization in Building an Antislavery Wall: Black Americans in the Atlantic Abolitionist Movement, 1830-1860 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1983), especially "Chapter 2: Colonization's Nemesis," 47-78.  
 
6 Matthew Fox-Amato, Exposing Slavery: Photography, Human Bondage, and the Birth of Modern Visual Politics 
in America (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2019), 2.  
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likenesses, as well as a way of capturing the subject’s  personality. These daguerreotypes offered 
a unique fusion of authenticity and character.7 Having one’s picture taken was a common 
experience for nineteenth-century middle class Americans. This process included wearing one’s 
best clothes, while studios were decorated to resemble upper middle-class homes.8 In the 1840s 
and 1850s, American photography broadened the market for portraiture, opening up an elite 
practice to the masses. Portrait-taking quickly became an everyday pastime in cities and towns. 
Photographers fashioned the portrait as a vehicle for capturing the inner essence of the sitter in 
external form.9 With this heavy reliance on the daguerreotype’s ability to capture a person’s 
‘inner essence,’ combined with the easy availability and reasonable prices of having one’s 
portrait taken, it is not surprising that so many African Americans turned to the daguerreotype to 
assert their humanity. Through the use of nineteenth-century fashion and conventions of 
portraiture, the Liberian sitters used the medium of photography as a political tool to claim a 
space in society.  
 In nineteenth-century America there existed a tension between photography used to 
generalize a type, as in Louis Agassiz’s work, and portrait photography, which was used to 
specify individuals. As with most technology, photography was often co-opted in different ways, 
on the one hand, it was used to support abolitionist agenda, on the other, it was used to attempt to 
prove the theory of polygenesis. As Mandy Reid notes, Agassiz’s slave daguerreotypes were 
intended to instruct Americans how to see in the musculature and physiognomy of African and 
 
7 Alan Trachtenberg, “Illustrious Americans,” in Reading American Photographs: Images as History, Matthew Brady 
to Walker Evans (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989), 27.  
 
8 Richard Rudisill, Mirror Image: The Influence of the Daguerreotype on American Society (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1971), 204.  
 
9 Matthew Fox-Amato, 4.  
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African-American slaves’ essential differences that rendered them both distinct from and inferior 
to white Americans.10  
 My study of the daguerreotypes of Augustus Washington will contribute to the field of 
Black visual culture by examining images created in the unusual historical event of the 
emigration of African Americans to the colony in Liberia and the emergence of photography.  
These daguerreotypes have been discussed by art historian Dalilah Scruggs and Professor of 
Visual and Critical Studies Shawn Michelle Smith. Scruggs’ argument centers on the how the 
ACS used the images from the Liberian colony as propaganda to encourage African Americans 
to emigrate. She details the ways in which certain paintings and watercolors were manipulated to 
make the colony appear more “American.”11 While I agree with Scruggs’ argument, my focus 
centers on the way African Americans used photography as a tool, not just in creating new 
identities, but as a political statement. Smith takes this idea of manipulation further, and 
considers Augustus Washington as a type of co-manipulator along with the ACS.12 My focus 
here is on the images themselves, and what these daguerreotypes reveal about the intersection of 
art, politics and technology in nineteenth-century United States. 
  Building upon the groundbreaking scholarship of Deborah Willis, who has brought to 
light the work of many early African American photographers and has collected reflections on 
the role of photography in black life from contemporary African American writers, this paper 
 
10 Mandy Reid, “Selling Shadows and Substance,” Early Popular Visual Culture 4, no. 3 (November 2006): 288.     
 
11 Dalilah Scruggs, 4.  
 
12 Shawn Michelle Smith, “Augustus Washington: Looks to Liberia,” Nka: Journal of Contemporary African Art 2017, 
no. 41 (Nov 01, 2017): 6.   
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discusses the role photography played in the self-representation of African Americans.13 Alan 
Trachtenberg’s work on daguerreotypes provides perspective on how these photos were 
perceived by Americans. He describes the surface of the daguerreotype as resembling a looking 
glass, and by a shift of optical focus viewers have a personal hand-held mirror, their own 
reflections mingling with the primary image. The result is a doubling of image upon image. 
White viewers in America would have seen their image mingling with those of the African 
Americans pictured in the daguerreotype. By fashioning themselves in American clothes and 
hairstyles, I argue that the effect of this identification was increased.14 Looking at visual culture 
more broadly, Michael Harris has studied the circulation of racist images in the nineteenth 
century, as well as African American artists’ reappropriation and recontextualization of them.15 
He points out that for the past two centuries, visual constructions of race helped determine and 
justify hierarchical power relations, and derogatory images and characterizations of blacks 
worked to legitimize practices such as slavery and segregation.16 Harris shows how African 
Americans have always offered resistance to their dehumanization and caricature.17 Henry Louis 
Gates Jr. stated, “Voice, after all, presupposes a face,” and a clear black voice presupposes the 
vision of a unified black subject whose face is the picturable assurance of his objective self- 
 
13 Deborah Willis, Reflections in Black: A History of Black Photographers, 1840 to the Present (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 2000) 25. 
 
14 Alan Trachtenberg, Reading American Photographs: Images as History, Mathew Brady to Walker Evans (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1982), 56.  
 
15 Michael D. Harris, Colored Pictures: Race and Visual Representation (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 







knowledge.18 African Americans had a particular stake in practicing photography and engaging 
its emerging visual culture in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For while photography 
offered Americans an unprecedented opportunity for self- representation, it offered African 
Americans that opportunity as they were making claims on new legal, political, and socially 
recognized American identities.19 For many African Americans, photography served not only as 
a means of self- representation but also as a political tool with which to claim a place in public 
and private spheres circumscribed by race and racialized sight lines.20 Shawn Michelle Smith 
states that the photograph became a key site through which a new identity could be produced and 
promulgated.21        
 Numerous historians have researched the American Colonization Society, and many 
analogize Liberia’s founding with the European colonization of the United States. Katherine 
Harris recounts that one president of the Virginia Colonization society predicted that, “Monrovia 
(colonial settlement in Liberia) will be to Africa what Jamestown and Plymouth have been to 
America.”22 Much of the literature on the ACS focuses on the Society’s stance on the question of 
slavery and its treatment of race in America. Staudenraus, for example, gives a thorough 
institutional history of the Society set within the context of the exponential growth of 
 
18 Henry Louis Gates Jr., “The Face and Voice of Blackness,” in Facing History: The Black Image in American Art, 
1710–1940, by Guy C. McElroy (San Francisco: Bedford Arts, 1990), 200.  
 
19 Maurice O. Wallace and Shawn Michelle Smith, Pictures and Progress: Early Photography and the Making of 






22 Katherine Harris, African and American Values: Liberia and West Africa (Lanham, MD: University Press of 
America, Inc., 1985), 61.  
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benevolence organizations in the antebellum era. Rich in details about the ACS organization, P. 
J. Staudenraus’ book remains a key text.23 However, the role of African Americans in the 
founding of Liberia is largely overlooked in this text. This is redressed by scholars whose work  
formed the field of African-American studies and therefore were engaged with recovering an 
African-American perspective. Their source materials, such as black newspapers, are 
unequivocal in their disdain for the ACS. Floyd Miller writes that most African Americans 
viewed the ACS organization as a deportation society whose members believed both in black 
inferiority and in the necessity of ridding the country of its free black population in order to 
preserve the institution of slavery.24 Historian Matthew Fox-Amato argues that the daguerreotype 
would alter the institution of slavery, as photography powerfully influenced how bondage and 
freedom were documented, imagined, and contested.25 This study adds to the existing discourse 
surrounding nineteenth-century daguerreotypes, but rather than focusing on how photography 
was used by whites, whether in support of slavery or abolition, I focus on how African 
Americans used photography as a political tool, inserting themselves via image into white 
bourgeois society. Through my examination, I detail the complexities of identity construction in 
an oppressed group, and how African Americans used the new technology of photography in 
 
23 P. J. Staudenraus, The African Colonization Movement, 1816 -1865 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961) 
10.  
 
24 Floyd J. Miller, The Search for a Black Nationality: Black Emigration and Colonization, 1787-1863 (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1975), 54. R. J. M. Blackett also focuses on black abolitionists protest against 
colonization in Building an Antislavery Wall: Black Americans in the Atlantic Abolitionist Movement, 1830-1860 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1983), especially "Chapter 2: Colonization's Nemesis," 47-78.  
 
25 Matthew Fox-Amato, Exposing Slavery: Photography, Human Bondage, and the Birth of Modern Visual Politics 




crafting identities, in asserting their personhood, and in making a political statement of equality. 
In addition, I examine the effects of colonization on the colonized, and the legacy of oppression.  
  The daguerreotypes I have selected for study are those of individuals who emigrated to 
Liberia to create a new world, and who played a part in constructing that world. The comparison 
photographs I have chosen fall into two categories: bourgeois daguerreotypes and slave 
daguerreotypes. All of these images are ones which the Liberian colonizers would have been 
familiar with. In the case of the slave daguerreotypes, they may not have seen the exact image I 
have selected, but it is likely they had seen similar photos, and in some cases, been forced to 
participate in these photographs. In Chapter One I examine the formal qualities of the Liberian 
daguerreotypes in relation to white American photographic portrait conventions in the United 
States. This comparison reveals that the Americo-Liberians used mimicry of pose and fashion as 
a way of diffusing their perceived ‘otherness,’ erasing those differences so that the focus would 
be on the sitters’ faces. This concentrated focus on the face emphasized the individuals’ different 
facial features, skin tone, and hair texture, showing the variation, individuality, and personhood 
of blacks. Jane Roberts’ portrait of 1854 is compared to that of and Mary Todd Lincoln, 1846 – 
47. Her husband, Joseph Jenkins Roberts’ political portrait of 1854 is analyzed along with that of 
Frederick Douglass, 1847, while Edward J. Roye’s portrait (1856 – 58) is compared to that of 
abolitionist John Brown (1846 – 47).  
  Chapter Two addresses the slave daguerreotypes of the 1840s and 1850s in which 
slaveholders translated the people they owned into images they could view, hold, and display. 
The institution of slavery in the United States had turned African Americans into people with 
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prices.26 This comparison reveals that while the slaveholder’s fascination is on the slaves’ bodies, 
the Americo-Liberians’ focus is on faces, and demeanor. This choice reflects a sense of 
interiority, a life of the mind, as well as reinforcing the concept of difference in regard to 
individuality. Rather than being photographed as a type, (nurse, blacksmith, driver) each person 
is framed in the Liberian daguerreotypes as a unique individual. Jane Roberts’ portrait is 
contrasted with Minor Family Nurse, 1850, as example of the ‘mammy’ trope, which exhibits the 
most common manner in which African-American women were portrayed in slave 
daguerreotypes. Joseph Jenkins Roberts’ portrait is analyzed in relation to that of Isaac Jefferson, 
1850. Jefferson, a slave of Thomas Jefferson who would later become a free blacksmith, is posed 
in an apron with a hammer, with bare forearms and exposed chest, signifying his labor. Slaves 
were commonly depicted with props chosen by their ‘masters’ which referred to their skill set. 
This image makes for a striking comparison to Joseph Jenkins Roberts, who is positioned as a 
leader, as a president of the new Liberian colony. Edward J. Roye’s daguerreotype is contrasted 
with the slave daguerreotype of Jack, 1850. Jack is one of a series of photographs commissioned 
by Louis Agassiz, a then-celebrated naturalist, for his study of ‘races.’  
  The Liberian daguerreotypes of Augustus Washington point to the ways in which Jane 
and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye crafted identities for themselves while also revealing the 
complex psychological effects of colonization. In the nineteenth century, the daguerreotype was 
believed by many to show the essence of a person’s character – it was thought to actually depict 
the soul. African Americans used the medium of the daguerreotype to fashion self-
representations that countered the negative depictions of blacks. To do this, they needed to 
 
26 Ariela J. Gross, Double Characters: Slavery and Mastery in the Antebellum Southern Courtroom (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2000), 3.  
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emulate the styles and manner of white middle class society in order to be seen as people, not an 
‘other.’ The daguerreotype was the first time in history in which African Americans could 
choose for themselves how they were represented.27 While transatlantic slavery had produced a 
visual order to everyday life by organizing slaves into teams of invisible helpmates that lived and 
worked in close proximity to whites, the Liberian daguerreotypes established a new manner in 
which to see blacks, they were no longer “people with prices,” but people worthy of equality.28  
 The photographer of these images was Augustus Washington. Ann Shumard notes that 
from an early age, Washington had allied himself with the abolitionist movement, and, in 1841, 
made clear his anti-colonizationist sentiments, saying, “I abhor with intense hatred the motives, 
the scheme, and the spirit of colonization.”29 While Washington wasn’t interested in the ACS, 
between 1844 and 1851 he considered the possibility of African American resettlement in 
Canada, West Indies, Mexico, British Guiana, and other parts of South America.30 In July, 1851, 
Washington announced in the pages of the New York Daily Tribune his conviction that if 
African Americans were “ever to find a home on earth for the development of their manhood and 
intellect it would first be in Liberia or some other part of Africa” and declared his intention to 
relocate there himself.31 This decision was due in large part to the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 
 
27 Bunch, Lonnie G., Michèle Gates Moresi, Laura Coyle, and Tanya Sheehan, Pictures with Purpose: Early 
Photographs from the National Museum of African American History and Culture (Washington, D.C: National 




29 Ann M. Shumard, A Durable Memento: Portraits by Augustus Washington, African American Daguerreotypist 
(Washington, D.C.: National Portrait Gallery, 1999), 7. 
 
30 Ibid., 8. 
 
31 Washington, “African Colonization,” New York Daily Tribune, July 9, 1851, p. 6. 
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which endangered African Americans living in the North and deemed no territory in the country 
truly safe for African Americans.32  
 Soon after his arrival in Liberia, Washington took daguerreotype portraits of Liberian 
leaders which challenged a slew of scientific and popular pro-slavery arguments that proclaimed 
Africans and African Americans unfit to “master” themselves.33 Shawn Michelle Smith states 
that in these portraits, one’s ability to represent one’s self photographically announces one’s 
capacity for political self-representation.34  
 While this paper does not focus on the new society the Americo-Liberians created in the 
colony, I have provided here some information that provides further evidence for my assertion 
that the Americo-Liberians created their new identities with American society in mind, as well as 
a message asserting their equality to this society. The new nation was based largely on that of the 
United States, and the new Americo-Liberians created a hierarchical class structure as well. 
Historian Debra Lynn Newman states that some of the mulatto settlers, particularly those who 
really looked white, or had one white parent, never felt that the full-blooded African could attain 
equality with those who had some white percentage.35 Another dimension of the class distinction 
was based on the fact that the earliest settlers were freeborn while most of the later settlers were 
emancipated slaves.36 The former slaves usually had little money, no education, and no skills 
except agricultural work. Consequently, free blacks who had some education, or even a little 
 
32 Maurice O. Wallace and Shawn Michelle Smith, Pictures and Progress: Early Photography and the Making of 
African American Identity (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012), 103. 
 




35 Debra Lynn Newman, "The Emergence of Liberian Women in the Nineteenth Century." Ph.D. diss., Howard 





wealth, looked down on them. An educated woman from Virginia, the former slave of Robert E. 
Lee, felt the pressure of class. She wrote to her mistress saying, “During my stay of two months 
at Monrovia, I was very much pleased, except that the people were too gay and fashionable for 
me, I not being able to rank with them.”37  
 Interestingly enough, there was further discrimination even among the former slaves. 
There were problems not just between house servants and field hands but also between slaves 
from different states. Those from Virginia felt that they were better than those from Georgia and 
other parts of the South, according to some reports.38 Virginia slaves felt that their owners were 
higher on the social scale than those from other southern states and that that fact automatically 
made their former slaves more cultured.39 Emancipated slaves who were accorded sizeable 
legacies from their former masters, were far more respected than those who had come to Liberia 
without a cent.40 It is perhaps not surprising that the settlers carried with them many of the same 
race and class prejudices as those in the United States. However, the preference for American 
textiles rather than Liberian shows how the settlers were defining themselves and their new 
















CHAPTER TWO: BOURGEOIS DAGUERREOTYPES 
 Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye constructed their identities by based on the 
conventions of portraiture in nineteenth-century United States. Through mimicry of clothes, 
adornment, and pose, they accessed the power of well-known and respected members of 
American society. This mimicry erased the current class status in these images, allowing these 
sitters to be ‘seen,’ if only for a moment, by white Americans as equal members of the middle 
class. By modeling their images on conventional portraiture, the Liberian sitters created a 
situation in which the focus was not on the difference of their clothes, their class status, or 
comportment, but on their individuality and character.  
 The individuals pictured in these photos were impacted by nineteenth-century discourse 
surrounding the role of photography in society. The daguerreotype, (fig. 5) the first photographic 
process, was invented by Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre (French, 1787–1851) and spread 
rapidly around the world after its presentation to the public in Paris in 1839.41 Exposed in a 
camera obscura and developed in mercury vapors, each highly polished silvered copper plate is a 
unique photograph that, when viewed in proper light, exhibits extraordinary detail and three-
dimensionality.42 The daguerreotype soon became extremely popular in the United States, where 
in the 1840s and 1850s thousands of daguerreotypists vied for clients from the East coast to the  
 






West. The new medium’s success in the United States was built upon the patronage of the 
average citizen who desired a simple likeness to keep or, perhaps, to send to a loved one.43 
 For nineteenth-century Americans, daguerreotype portraits were a way of combining the 
scientific, ‘true’ aspect of photography, which reproduces authentic likenesses, as well as a way 
of capturing the subject’s personality. Alan Trachtenberg states that nineteenth-century 
Americans believed that a portrait could express the essence of the subject – the sitter’s true 
moral character – and this was largely based on popular beliefs of physiognomy and 
phrenology.44 Daguerreotypes therefore offered a unique fusion of authenticity and character.45 
For middle-class Americans in the nineteenth century, having one’s picture taken was a common 
experience. This process included wearing one’s best clothes, while studios were decorated to 
resemble upper middle-class homes.46  
 For African Americans, the daguerreotype offered an opportunity for self-representation 
on a scale and convenience not previously available. Shawn Michelle Smith notes that African-
Americans used this new technology of representation to perform identities and to shape a 
dynamic visual culture.47 Smith states that for many African Americans, photography served not 
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public and private spheres circumscribed by race.48 The photograph became more than a 
memento or keepsake, it became a site through which a new identity could be constructed and 
disseminated.49 For Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye, the new daguerreotype 
technology provided an opportunity for self-representation, and the Liberia colony an 
opportunity for freedom. 
 Therefore, having your picture taken in the nineteenth century had high stakes. Not only 
was it believed to show an authentic likeness of the person, but that it also revealed ‘their true 
moral character.’ In addition, for African Americans the stakes were even higher. For many 
groups in nineteenth-century America, in particular people of African descent, there was a 
tremendous chasm between how they wanted to be presented, and society’s portrayal of them. 
Whites often perceived the facial features of African Americans as interchangeable and 
undistinguished, and that by involving such racist assumptions white artists actively created and 
perpetuated a visual tradition of negative or thoughtlessly stereotyped representations of blacks.50 
The negative ways that African physiognomy was presented in art, and more significantly in 
portraiture, was a barrier to the reception and advancement of African Americans in American 
society through the end of the nineteenth century.51 Typological photographs,  particularly those 
that became popular in the 1860s and 1870s, were assumed to be self-evident, to speak for 
themselves.52 Typological systems depended on the widespread contemporary interest in the 
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body, especially the head. Silhouettes, portrait daguerreotypes, and phrenology all directed 
special attention to the shape, size, or character of the head as a record of individuality. The 
polygenesists, by contrast, were interested in defining separate racial types. Their charts, derived 
from phrenological models, often showed crude rankings from the primate head to the African to 
the classical Greek, (fig. 6).53 This thinly disguised racism was also reflected in their field 
research, which involved not only the physical measurement of the body, but an assessment of 
the moral character, manner, and social habits of each racial type.54 Frederick Douglass argued 
that due to the ingrained tradition of dehumanizing black bodies in representation, a change 
would only occur when artists and writers of African descent began to be concerned with their 
own and others’ depictions.55 Douglass recognized that the inequity of interracial power relations 
in the United States meant that the opportunity to create or commission an accurate and 
sympathetic likeness of the self, to give form to a specific and empowered identity, was a type of 
treatment that was unavailable to black sitters during the antebellum and Reconstruction periods 
unless they had themselves commissioned the portrait from an artist who was sensitive to their 
needs and desires.56 The African Americans who left the United States to emigrate to Liberia and 
create a new nation carried these concepts about photography with them across the Atlantic. The 
opportunity to craft an identity in which they could display their ‘true selves’ and shape their 
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 With all these ideas in mind, Jane Roberts, (1818 – 1911) (fig.2), posed in front of 
Augustus Washington’s camera dressed in clothes characteristic of women’s fashionable attire in 
the 1850s.57 Her lace-gloved hands rest on her lap, and her gently curled fingers cradle a fan, a 
sign of her femininity and refinement.58 Roberts wears a front-fastening jacket bodice with a V-
neck, long sleeves with ruffle embellishments, and an underlying chemisette and full skirt.59 She 
faces her right, posing in three-quarters view. Her back is slightly hunched, and her eyes are 
directed toward the viewer. Her hair is parted and smoothed to symmetrically frame her face. 
Like many Americans, the first lady of Liberia marshaled pose, dress, and countenance to 
convey identity, and construct this image according to bourgeois criteria.60  
 An example of the bourgeois criteria in nineteenth-century women’s daguerreotypes is a 
portrait of Mary Todd Lincoln (1818 – 1882). In this image, (fig. 7) taken by photographer 
Nicholas Shepherd, we note the standard three-quarter view, a seated subject, and finery of 
clothing in the elegant dress, as well as adornment, exemplified in the brooch and ring. The 
portrait of Jane Roberts emulates the formality of Mary Todd Lincoln, and this enables Roberts 
to position herself as an equal, according to Bhabha’s theory of accessing power through 
mimicry. In selecting a similar dress, pose, and hairstyle, Roberts removes any potential visual 
differences other than race, and in doing so, highlights her individuality of facial features and 
hair texture. This visual argument states that African Americans are not all alike by displaying 
her uniqueness as a person. 
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 Clothes were a particularly loaded way of signaling one’s place in Liberian society.61 
African-American arrivals in Liberia were initially shocked by the indigenous population, whom 
they saw as scandalously under-clothed, (fig. 8).62 Their attire, for the most part, consisted of 
nothing on young children, a small apron-type garment around the waists of unmarried women, a 
wrap skirt called a lappa for some married women, a toga-type garment for Mandingo women, 
and a short garment wrapped around the loins for men.63 For their part, the indigenous Africans 
were not impressed by the newly arrived African-Americans either. They perceived the settlers 
as white because for them, whiteness was not about skin color, but customs such as clothing, 
writing, and religion.64  
 Alphonso Lisk-Carew’s Bondo Girls, Freetown, Sierra Leone, 1903-5, (fig.8) is an 
example of ethnographic photography, as well as an example of the typical clothing of West 
African women in the nineteenth century. In this image, Lisk-Carew, a black, African 
photographer is photographing African women in the Bundu society. Bundu is a women’s 
cultural society in the Upper Guinea coast region in Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia that has 
been in existence since at least the seventeenth century.65 The Bundu society, is considered secret 
in that its rites and symbols, which are believed to retain special powers, are kept from 
noninitiates and all initiates are vowed to “secrecy.”66 The Bundu women were a particular 
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subject of interest for westerners, such as European photographers and their overseas consumers. 
Local African photographers also exploited the opportunity to photograph the Bundu women, 
and the images they produced gained popularity as commodities in the form of postcards.67 The 
portraits also served as visual expressions of social mobility, as they often signified the ability of 
wealthy families to afford a portrait taken by one of Freetown’s most established Creole 
photographers.68 
 There exist stark differences between this image, and the portrait of Jane Roberts. Lisk-
Carew has assembled the Bundu women in a line outside a dwelling with a thatched roof. In 
front of them is seated a man wearing a ceremonial mask covering his face, and another man is 
seated towards the left front of the picture in front of a musical instrument. Lisk-Carew appears 
to have included these elements, or props, to allude to the “secret” ceremonies of the Bundu 
women, allowing purchasers of the postcards a purported glimpse into their society. These props 
function to increase the commodity value of the postcard. Lisk-Carew’s reputation as a well-
known photographer increases the commodity value further, for those interested in social 
mobility, as the possession of this image equated with an economic ability to purchase it. The 
props and women in Lisk-Carew’s Bondo Girls, Freetown, Sierra Leone, increase the 
commodity value of the postcard, while the props in Jane Roberts’ portrait increase her status as 
an individual. The carefully chosen adornments of lace gloves and fan point to her ladylike 
demeanor. Her stylish American dress provides a stark contrast to the attire of the Bundu 
women, with their bare necks, arms, stomachs and feet. This attention to modesty is another 







particular Christianity. Philippa Levine notes that a lack of clothing among colonized individuals 
has connoted primitiveness and savagery since at least the seventeenth century.69 While the 
sculptures and the statuaries of ancient Greece that celebrated the heroic, naked male body were, 
and often continue to be, read as the pinnacle of a civilized aesthetic, the unclothed African 
signified an absence of civilization.70 Missionaries working in colonial sites viewed undress as a 
profound spiritual hazard.71 Nakedness was central to the story of Adam and Eve’s expulsion 
from the Garden of Eden, and shame a prerequisite for Christian salvation. People who displayed 
no shame at being naked were people whose souls were in danger.72 While the clothing of the 
Bundu women is considered modest by today’s standards, in the nineteenth century it would 
have been deemed inappropriate. These two images of Jane Roberts and the Bundu women were 
both taken by black photographers, and the subjects within the photographs are also black. 
However, by performing her new identity in an American dress, Jane Roberts starkly 
differentiates herself from the indigenous Africans. As a colonized African-American woman 
coming from the United States, she assumes the role of the colonizer in adopting the dress of the 
culture in power, accessing the power of white American society. 
 Clothes were of such importance to African American settlers that some wrote back to 
the United States with requests for clothing, and some even wrote to their former owners with 
requests for clothing. 73 Defined through material attributes, civilization was something one 
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could attain or lose.74 To acquire clothing made in the United States, James Skiving Smith drew 
on his relationship with ACS recording secretary James W. Lugenbeel on at least two occasions 
(Lugenbeel trained Smith and Dr. Roberts in medicine during his tenure as colonial physician in 
Liberia in the 1840s). Smith wrote: “Please send me a superior hat and a good leather hat box. 
You know that my head is somewhat smaller than yours, a mite smaller” wrote the Liberian 
doctor in one instance.75 Another letter Smith sent to Lugenbeel contained a swatch of blue silk 
cloth with floral motif. Smith requested, “that Mrs. Lugenbeel may send a yard like it for Mrs. 
Smith... [since] there is none like as we know of in Liberia.”76 These settler requests for clothing 
demonstrate that the portraits were produced in part through transatlantic exchanges. Just like the 
African-Americans, these textiles retraced the route in which slaves were brought to the United 
States. American fashion functions within the photograph to insert the sitter into American 
consumer culture through the displays of European and American commodities imported to 
Africa.77 Roberts’ selection of an American dress, rather than an African one, is according to 
Homi Bhabha, a means of accessing power through mimicry. By selecting an American dress, 
Jane Roberts enters into a visual conversation with American society, establishing herself as an 
equal to other first ladies. African Americans in nineteenth century United States would have 
been acutely aware of how they were perceived by white Americans. W. E. B. Du Bois coined 
the term, “double consciousness” to describe this psychological conflict.78 Du Bois states:  
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“It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking 
at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a 
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness – an 
American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two 
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being 
torn asunder.”79 
 
In order for Jane Roberts to enter into conversation with the American middle class, she needed 
to present herself in a way that whites would instantly recognize. The fashionable American 
dress enabled her to do so. The dress provides another function in this image, it removes a key 
difference between blacks and whites in nineteenth century America. African Americans living 
in the South were not allowed to wear fabrics of this type, furthering their appearance as others, 
as well as providing slaves with a uniform appearance, effacing their individuality. By using the 
technology of photography to capture this image, Jane Roberts taps into the nineteenth century 
belief of the medium’s ability to reveal the sitter’s true nature, proclaiming her status as an equal 
to the bourgeois ladies of America, and showcasing her individuality as a black woman. 
 Roberts’ daguerreotype does not simply display her social status in Liberia, but it also 
situates her in an implicit social order which spans the Atlantic.80 As a colonizer coming from 
the position of the colonized, African-American settlers sitting for photographs in Liberia had the 
opportunity to assert themselves as subjects. Through her portrait, Roberts clarifies for herself 
and the audience the difference between being African and African American. Roberts’ ‘display’ 
taps into the hierarchical class structure of American society, while simultaneously applying 
these standards to the fledgling Liberian colony. 
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 Joseph Roberts’ (1809 – 1876) fancy cravat and silken vest (fig. 3), serve to identify him 
as a member of the American middle class as well, and the elegance of his portrait is striking. In 
examining the daguerreotype of Joseph Jenkins Roberts, who would become the first black 
president of the Liberian colony, we note that it is a portrait created to display dignity, power, 
and intelligence. Roberts would have been aware of the presidential portraits of the United 
States, and made the decision to emulate elements of these portraits. In addition, Roberts’ 
portrait bears a striking resemblance to that of the 1847 portrait of Frederick Douglass, (fig. 9). 
The luxurious fabrics, from the silken vest and tie to the sheen of the jacket are similar in both 
portraits. Even Roberts’ hairstyle is modeled after that of Douglass. They both share a directness 
of gaze towards the viewer, although Roberts does not match the intensity of Douglass. Applying 
Bhabha’s theory of mimicry, by choosing to emulate this widely circulated image of Douglass, 
Roberts accesses his power. Douglass was the most photographed person of the nineteenth 
century, and his thoughts on the new photographic technology and its implications to society 
were profound. He asserted:  
“We [reformers] can criticize the characters and actions of men about us because 
we can see them outside of ourselves,” just as we can when viewing a photograph 
of ourselves, “and [can] compare them one with another. But self-criticism, out of 
which comes the highest attainments of human excellence, arises out of the power 
we possess of making ourselves objective to ourselves – [we] can see our interior 
selves as distinct personalities, as though looking in a glass.”81  
Henry Louis Gates notes that for Douglass, Daguerre’s genius is that he rendered in two 
dimensions, in tangible form, this wondrous process of visualizing ourselves doing an action and 
reflecting upon it as we do it, rendering the subjective “objective,” giving it form.82 Douglass 
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encouraged African Americans to use photography as a means to counter the racist, stereotypical 
images of Blacks which proliferated in the nineteenth century. He urged African Americans to 
embrace photography, and use it to negate and supplant the images of “the debased, subhuman 
Negro fabricated and so profusely distributed by the slave power, wherein illusions that take the 
form of solid reality and shadows get themselves, recognized as substance.”83 Roberts marshals 
the characteristics of dignity, humanity, and leadership in his portrait, accessing these qualities 
by modeling his portrait after that of Frederick Douglass. 
 Another person of importance in the new Liberian colony was Edward J. Roye (1815 – 
1872). Roye was the chief justice of the supreme court of Liberia, as well as its fifth president. In 
this image, (fig. 4) Roye is standing, with his hand raised as if swearing an oath. It is a pose 
conveying honesty and the significance of such a vow. It is a striking image by itself, however 
when contrasted with that of abolitionist John Brown (1800 – 1859) it becomes even more so. 
The intensity of Brown’s expression rivets the viewer’s attention, his light eyes transfix the 
viewer from under his furrowed brow. He stands straight and tall, and his posture is mirrored in 
the flagpole he holds in one hand. His other hand is raised, palm out, as if swearing an oath, (fig. 
10). Brown holds a “Subterranean Pass Way” flag, and appears to be pledging allegiance to the 
cause of freedom for all. The Subterranean Pass Way was a plan of Brown’s, created as a 
militant alternative to the Underground Railroad.84 The scheme involved a network of armed 
men from the Allegheny Mountains to the Adirondacks for the purpose of raiding slave 
plantations and running fugitive slaves to Canada. The portraits of Roye and Brown were both 
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taken by Augustus Washington. It is unclear exactly how John Brown found his way to 
Washington’s Hartford studio, but it is likely that their paths crossed in abolitionist circles, as 
Washington, like Brown, was an avid abolitionist and advertised his studio and photographic 
services in abolitionist newspapers.85 Washington, Roye, and Brown bear significant 
relationships to slavery and the United States. None could abide the United States’ embrace of 
slavery, and each found it necessary to sever their bonds of allegiance with their birth country. 
Brown charted a path of violent rebellion, while Washington and Roye chose to leave the 
country altogether to found a new nation for African Americans in Africa. Washington 
determined to leave the United States after the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 endangered all 
African Americans living in the North and deemed no territory in the country truly safe for 
African Americans.86 Although he abhorred the racist contingent of the American Colonization 
Society, Washington could not find an alternative sanctuary.87 After Liberia formally gained its 
independence from ACS in 1847, and after the Fugitive Slave Law convinced Washington that 
there was no place for African Americans to remain in the United States, he decided that he 
would seek freedom and self- determination for himself and his family in Monrovia, the capital 
of Liberia.88 He declared: “I have been unable to get rid of a conviction . . . that if the colored 
people of this country ever find a home on earth for the development of their manhood and 
intellect, it will first be in Liberia.”89  The juxtaposition of these portraits show Brown and Roye 
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each pledging allegiance, but to completely separate ideals. While John Brown is pledging 
allegiance to the ideal of racial equality in America, Edward J. Roye pledges allegiance to a 
separatist ideal of a black Liberia.90 
 The portraits of Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye portrayed characteristics of 
dignity, self-possession, and individuality. The daguerreotypes carried these implicit messages to 
the United States. However, once they reached the United States, they were now considered to be 
not just images of prominent Liberians, they became a commodity from Africa.91 
 Similar to African curiosities and African-American handicrafts, the ACS wanted to 
acquire photographs of the Liberian colony and the colonists to legitimize and encourage the 
continuance of the colonial venture.92 Washington’s photos of President Roberts and his wife 
Jane, were entrusted to Reverend John McKay, an African-American minister visiting Liberia 
from Indiana.93 As soon as McKay returned to the United States, the news about the photographs 
came to the attention of the New York Colonization Society.94 The Society was informed that 
they could not have the photographs, as they were on their way to “a gentleman,” so the society 
made plans to copy the images.95 The society then hired photographer Rufus Anson to re-
photograph Washington’s original daguerreotypes, and these images would be published in the 
New York Colonization Society’s print materials as proof that African-Americans were healthy 
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and thriving in Liberia.96 Washington’s original daguerreotypes traveled to Philadelphia, and 
were again copied. In 1854, the Pennsylvania Colonization Society had notified their 
constituency of the portraits in their city by printing the images in their own Colonization 
Herald.97 The New York Colonization Society published wood engravings of Roberts, (fig. 11) 
in their own newspaper, which were based on Washington’s original daguerreotypes.98 In 
comparing the original daguerreotype photographed by Washington and the printed wood 
engraving, it is difficult to discern that the images are of the same person. Roberts’ skin tone 
appears much darker. His eyes have become rounder, his nose appears to jut further out from his 
face, and the lips are fuller. His hair has lost its part, and appears curlier, while the shape of his 
face has become narrower. In short, the image looks like a completely different man. The only 
detail which remains true to the original is the small mole on the side of Roberts’ face. The 
engraving has lost the individuality of its subject, and changed Roberts’ race from mixed to 
black. One possible reason for the dramatic change in skin tone could be due to the wood 
engravers bias towards blacks, bit it could be due in part to the engraving and printing process 
Since daguerreotypes are unique images, they had to be translated into mezzotints, lithographs, 
or wood engravings to be reproduced in print.99 The technology for reproducing photographs in 
ways that retain the gradation of shade found in photographs in print had not yet been developed; 
the halftone printing process was introduced in the late nineteenth century. From the 1840s until 
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the 1880s, wood-engraving was the favored way of reproducing photographs for the illustrated 
press, since the wood-blocks used for wood-engravings could be placed next to text-blocks and 
run through the letterpress at the same time.100 As art historian Marcus Wood has observed, the 
black-and-white system of print could reinforce binaries of race, and the wood engraving of 
Joseph Roberts is an illustration of this issue.101  
 Printed portraits of Roberts were reproduced widely in colonization literature, including 
The Colonization Herald and the New York Colonization Society’s Annual Report of 1856.102 
The fact that the daguerreotypes of Jane and Joseph Roberts were intercepted by the ACS while 
on their way to “a gentleman” implies that these portraits were created for private use, and were 
never intended for circulation in newspapers. The ACS used Joseph Roberts’ private portrait, and 
turned it public in an effort to influence African Americans in the United States to emigrate to 
Liberia. However, while portraits of male settlers were publicly published, Jane Robert’s portrait 
remained fixed in its daguerreotype state, as the ACS was not interested in highlighting African-
American women. This gender bias may explain why only two out of the thirty daguerreotypes 
in the ACS collection at the Library of Congress are of women.103 
 What ACS members and their supporters thought about the daguerreotypes or the wood 
engraving translations is not clear. Beyond accolades of Washington’s “fine” daguerreotypes, 
there are no known records indicating how colonizationists felt about these portraits. White 
reception must be deduced from colonizationists writings about interacting with actual Liberians. 
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One visitor felt “That they behaved ‘like well-bred white people’ and that while he was with 
them, he forgot ‘all about the prejudices of color.’”104 Yet, not all white Americans were as 
receptive. Another white traveler observed, “The people generally dress above their means, 
extravagantly so, and the quantity of kid gloves and umbrellas displayed on all occasions does 
not promise well for a nation whose hope rests on hard work and well-developed muscles.”105 As 
Marie Tyler McGraw notes, these comments echo sentiments expressed in antebellum American 
newspapers deriding fancy dress worn by African Americans.106 
 Ironically, if Washington’s photographs were successful in portraying their subjects as 
genteel, civilized people, then they were just as likely to produce resistance as acceptance by 
white audiences in the United States, precisely because they disrupted American expectations of 
black dress and comportment.107 Frederick Douglass recognized that he had to meet white 
expectations of authentic blackness in the presentation of his person in order to effectively 
convey his message. Touring England he wrote, “I am hardly black enough for the British taste 
but by keeping my hair as wooly as possible – I make out to pass for at least half a negro.”108 
 Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye crafted their portraits using American 
clothes and conventional American poses. They did so by synthesizing nineteenth-century 
discourse on photography and racial equality, producing portraits which displayed their 
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individuality and humanity. Through their appearance and countenance, they tapped into the 


























CHAPTER THREE: SLAVE DAGUERREOTYPES 
 The advent of photography in nineteenth-century United States functioned as a new tool 
that racial scientists employed to illustrate their theories about racial differences. The focus of 
this chapter is on the ways in which the camera allegedly captured the ‘essence’ of blackness, as 
Louis Agassiz, a prominent racial scientist contended. While racial scientists rendered slaves 
biological specimens, stripping them of their clothing and anything other than their 
physiognomy, the Liberian sitters of Augustus Washington refuted such a reductive 
understanding of race. By carefully constructing images of black personhood antithetical to the 
‘scientific’ understandings of the vast distinctions between whites and those with African 
ancestry, Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye repudiated the generality of slave 
daguerreotypes and their focus on black flesh, and reconceptualized them into portraits which 
portrayed their individuality and specificity. In considering examples of slave daguerreotypes 
alongside those of Augustus Washington’s sitters, this chapter examines the relationships 
between a developing visual culture, racial science and sentiment and how they worked both 
together and against one another to illustrate the meaning of blackness in the antebellum period 
in the United States. This comparison between the Liberian sitters and slave daguerreotypes 
reveals how photography not only reinforced racial scientific discourse, but also shows how 
African Americans appropriated this medium to create a new understanding of ‘blackness,’ one 
in which images, not people, were put into circulation to benefit blacks. 
 A Swiss natural historian whose expertise in fossil fishes was widely recognized, 
Agassiz, the ‘father of American biology,’ was asked to ‘help raise the recognition of science in 
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America and establish the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard (now the Peabody 
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology.109 Inspired by a visit to South Carolina plantations with 
the paleontologist Dr. Robert Gibbes, Agassiz undertook his task by documenting so-called 
‘evidence of polygenesis’ through the production of scientific daguerreotypes. Though Agassiz 
was ‘an avid proponent of photographic data, he was not the first racial scientist to capitalize on 
photography in the service of ostensible proving scientific theories of racial difference.110 In fact, 
many of the early practitioners of daguerreotypy in the United States also worked as 
phrenologists. While phrenology fell into scientific disrepute in mid-century, the premise behind 
it and the visual representation of essential racial of characterological differences evident on the 
body’s surface allegedly manifest in Agassiz’s daguerreotypes is the same the idea that certain 
‘types’ of bodies reflect specific characters.111  
 The imperative to classify ‘types’ was a foundation of nineteenth-century scientific 
research. In fact, more than any other text, the ethnological tome of the nineteenth century – 
Josiah Nott and George Gliddon’s 1854 Types of Mankind – demonstrates by its title, essays, and 
accompanying illustrations charting the various ‘types’ of peoples, the extent to which typology 
structured American racial science.112 Given that the daguerreotype in both science and popular 
culture ‘provided new methods of insight,’ over and above the previously used pencil sketches 
like those seen in Types, it is not surprising that scientists like Agassiz, as well as the American 
population he wanted to educate about racial differences, considered the visual image ‘a 
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manifestation of truth itself.’113 This universal interpretation of daguerreotypes functioned not 
only to ideologically codify the ‘truth’ of science, but also specifically to illustrate what abstract 
notions like ‘nation,’ ‘race’ and ‘character’ might mean. In Agassiz’s daguerreotypes, this tool 
was a particularly useful means through which Americans could visualize the meaning of 
perhaps the most contested and emotionally charged ‘nationally symbolic figure of the century: 
the black slave. While racial science did not consider the ‘personality’ of slaves relevant except 
as another maker of their difference from whites, photographs were, scientists contended, indices 
of the racial character of Africans and African Americans. Equally significant, the universality of 
daguerreotypes – both as material objects and as tools that explained scientific theories to the 
general population – solidified the mutually informing relationship between nineteenth-century 
racial science and visual culture. As Alan Trachtenberg notes in Reading American Photographs, 
the developing visual technology of photography taught Americans a new way of seeing 
themselves and the world around them. 
The near universality of the experience of sitting for one’s daguerreotype 
circulated throughout America a new regard for visibility, for one’s own image as 
a medium of self-presentation. The millions of surviving daguerreotypes . . . show 
people learning a new way of seeing themselves in the eyes of others, seeing 
oneself as an image. A new form of social identity begins to emerge, to take shape 
and body, in these earliest photographs.114 
 The meanings of photographs are uncertain, fluid and multiple, and one’s interpretation 
of visual images is mediated through one’s own personal experiences and knowledge about the 
images’ production.115 As Trachtenberg notes, ‘like money and other commodities, photographs 
shift and slide in meaning. They may seem to offer solid evidence that objects and people exist, 
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but do they guarantee what such things mean?116 While no one can ‘guarantee’ the meaning of a 
particular photograph, as we have seen with Agassiz, individuals in the nineteenth century did try 
to create both images and their significance. In the case of the Liberian daguerreotypes of Jane 
and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye, we see a multilayered self-representation that depicts a 
vastly different construction of blackness in which blackness is seen as selfhood, rather than 
pathology, than that imaged in Agassiz’s daguerreotypes. I suggest that these sitters responded to 
several different constructions of black identity: racial scientific theories of black inferiority, 
questions about gender identity, and the racial other.117 By positioning themselves as ladies and 
gentlemen, the Liberian sitters implicitly countered the scientific theories of race that constructed 
African Americans as lacking in substance – in intelligence, aptitude and evolutionary 
development. The fact that all of the sitters’ bodies are completely and modestly covered in 
either elaborate dresses or suits, vest, and ties contrasts directly with stereotyped images of 
African Americans.  
 Jane Roberts’ daguerreotype presents herself as something new to America: a black lady. 
This assertion in the face of an American culture drawn along racial and class lines is significant, 
for in these images Jane Roberts challenges the racial stereotypes of American culture.118 By 
visually showing what black womanhood looks like, through her stylish yet modest American 
dress, Roberts’ gives voice to and provides redress for the speechless slaves in images, such as 
those in the Agassiz photographs. In comparing her image to that of slaves, we see how crucial 
the project of visually charting the meanings of blackness was to both American racial science 
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and culture in the mid-nineteenth century. In reading the contrasting images of slaves and Jane 
Roberts, we see how subjects become objects, and how the brutality of racism is captured on film 
in the Agassiz daguerreotypes.  
  It is important to consider how the daguerreotype process registers race, to understand 
why African Americans preferred this medium for their portraits. The large format of early 
cameras, such as daguerreotype and wet-plate collodion cameras demanded long shutter speeds 
to imprint the image onto photographic plates shielded from light in the enclosed black box.119 
This process yielded photographs with great depth of field, ideal for revealing details of the 
darker zones of the subject’s hair color and texture, the crease, fold, and quality of one’s clothes, 
and, more importantly, the range of skin colors that even then were all grouped under the rubric 
of “black.”120 It was this depth of field in the dark zones of a subject or scene, rendered through 
these long exposure times, that was too often missing in images of black people shot by 
photographers who under metered or underexposed snapshots of black subjects, turning the black 
body neutral or gray, or erased some or all of the black detail in photographs by white 
photographers.121 What daguerreotypes accomplished for African Americans, particularly in the 
hands of an African-American photographer, was the display of difference.122 Even in slave 
photographs, the daguerreotypes register difference and individuality; of skin tone and hair. This 
daguerreotype’s ability to capture the subtleties of difference is why Frederick Douglass urged 
African Americans to make use of the new technology. In the larger quest for civil rights, it was 
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important to chart the specificity, the uniqueness, of the members of the black community, while 
also claiming its unity as a group for political purposes.123 Not only do all black people not look 
alike, but even one black subject doesn’t ‘look alike’ over time; even she varies from self to self, 
never remaining static, always dynamic, growing, changing and evolving. This dynamic self 
corresponds to Stuart Hall’s concept of identity. In “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” Hall 
describes two kinds of identity: identity as a form of “being” that provides a sense of unity and 
commonality; and identity as a process of “becoming,” a process of identification that 
demonstrates forms of rupture and discontinuity.124 Cultural identity, in this second sense, is a 
matter of ‘becoming’ as well as of ‘being.’ It belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is 
not something which already exists, transcending place, time, history and culture.125 Cultural 
identities come from somewhere, have histories. But, like everything which is historical, they 
undergo constant transformation. Far from being eternally fixed in some essentialized past, they 
are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture and power.126 Identities are the names we 
give to the different ways we are positioned by, and position ourselves within, the narratives of 
the past.127 The medium of photography not only enabled African-Americans the opportunity to 
craft identity, but to display difference and individuality in a medium which in the nineteenth 
century was believed to be not only completely factual, but also to show the ‘soul’ of the sitter. 
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This enabled African Americans to upend the prevailing discourse surrounding blacks in 
America, and to seize the power of photography for themselves.  
 In addition to the Agassiz daguerreotypes, in antebellum America slaveowners had 
pictures taken of their slaves, and these photos became a powerful new tool to envision and 
display a ‘benevolent’ regime.128 These photographs functioned as an indication of property, as 
well as being useful in identifying runaway slaves. Many African-Americans were forced to sit 
for these photos, and slaveowners controlled every aspect of the image, from clothing, to 
background, to props. In the nineteenth century, portraits of free and enslaved people shared the 
convention of employing simple props to signify something about the sitter.129 However, these 
props were determined by the slaveowner, and not the slave. Slaves were not shown with items 
which would connote attributes of culture, stature, literacy, and intelligence.130  
 In comparing the daguerreotype of Jane Roberts with that of Minor Family Nurse, (fig. 
12) ca. 1850, it is easy to see the differences between the two portraits. In crafting her self-
representation, Jane Roberts defines herself in terms of who she is, and who she isn’t; a free 
black woman, not a slave. In her portrait, her direct gaze engages the viewer, while the Nurse 
looks off to the side. Roberts’ calm, and her self-possession relay her quiet confidence. The 
composure, elegant clothing, and styled hair of Jane Roberts show she does not belong to the 
same group as Minor Family Nurse. Roberts holds a fan, a symbol of refinement, and the Nurse 
holds wool carders, a symbol of manual labor.  
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 In Minor Family Nurse, the daguerreotype process has captured the curly texture of the 
nurse’s hair, peeking out of her white cap edged with lace and tied in a bow under her chin. It 
registers her race as a black woman, the depth of her skin tone, and reveals the luminosity of her 
skin in the light that falls across her face, along her nose and cheekbone. The light also draws 
attention to her knuckles, and her hands which have done a lifetime of work. This photograph 
was created to register ownership, turning subject into object, a black woman into a possession. 
 Jane Roberts’ portrait identifies her as a free woman of color, and the lace cap and apron 
of Minor Family Nurse has morphed into a lace collar and the ruffled lace sleeves of Roberts’ 
dress. Where Minor Family Nurse gazes off to the side, Roberts eyes lock with the viewer. An 
African American looking directly at a white person would have been perceived as a punishable 
act of defiance in the South.131 This direct engagement of the viewer speaks to Jane Roberts’ 
status as a free woman. The light falls on the smooth, glossy texture of her hair. The camera 
captures her light skin tone, large, languid brown eyes and aquiline nose. These two women are 
technically the same race; however, their features are completely different, shattering the 
erroneous perception that ‘all blacks look alike.’ While every aspect of the Minor Family 
Nurse’s portrait was chosen by her owner, Jane Roberts selected every aspect of her portrait 
herself. By portraying herself as a ‘lady,’ by the selection of her dress and adornment, Roberts’ 
counters the prevalent images of the lascivious black female. By covering her body, she thwarts 
the nineteenth century focus on black bodies, and female black bodies in particular. The covering 
of her body has an additional effect; that of focusing attention on her face. By focusing attention 
on her face, we focus on her features, which are dramatically different than those of Minor 
Family Nurse. These perceived differences are crucial to an individual identity; to a sense of 
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uniqueness. The dress also functions as a signifier of class, of something a white, middle-class 
American woman would wear. This signifier enables the American audience to ‘see’ Jane 
Roberts as part of that class, if just for a moment. In that moment, she exists as a person, as a free 
black woman. 
 In crafting their identities, Jane and Joseph Roberts and Edward J. Roye would have been 
aware of the stereotypes surrounding black physiognomy circulating in the United States. As 
Frederick Douglass noted, the meaning of representation is governed not only by those who 
make the image but also by the person who looks.132 Wallis posits that if colonialism and 
ethnographic exploitation depend on appropriation, one must acknowledge that what is taken can 
always be taken back.133 While Agassiz exploited blacks in his ethnographic photographs and 
saw them as scientific specimens, the bourgeois daguerreotypes of the Liberian sitters can be 
viewed as an attempt to ‘take back’ their identity; to provide themselves with an image imbued 
with the veracity of the new technology, one which they had some measure of control. 
 In contrasting Joseph Roberts’ portrait with that of Isaac Jefferson, (fig. 13) ca. 1847 we 
can see a another ‘conversation.’ Roberts is posed in fine clothes, while Jefferson, a blacksmith 
and slave of Thomas Jefferson is clad to resemble his profession and is an example of nineteenth 
century ‘work photography’ in which people were posed in the clothing of their profession with 
accompanying props. Jefferson is posed with his blacksmith’s hammer, his shirt open at the neck 
with the sleeves rolled up to the elbow, clad in an apron. The focus here is on Isaac Jefferson’s 
physicality; his ability to perform manual labor. While Roberts’ body is clothed in elegant and 
stylish fashion for men of the nineteenth century, Jefferson’s body is partially on display. This is 
 






a reflection of a slave owner’s focus, which is on a slave’s body, and his ownership over that 
body comes across in slave daguerreotypes with disturbing frequency.  
 The set of Joseph Roberts’ jaw and brow show seriousness, and of a man with leadership 
qualities. The camera captures the luxurious textures of his clothing, and the folds of his jacket 
sleeve. It records the curly texture of his hair, as well as the intensity of his gaze. In the portrait 
of Isaac Jefferson, the camera captures the brilliant highlights on Jefferson’s face and skin, the 
dark folds in his shirt and apron, and the gleam of his blacksmith’s hammer. Roberts’ portrait 
speaks of what is not only possible for African Americans outside of the United States, it also 
speaks to what could have been possible inside the United States if not for racism. These two 
portraits reflect opposite possibilities: Jefferson’s of possibility denied, and Roberts’ of 
possibility attained. They speak of what was and what could have been simultaneously.  
 The Zealy daguerreotypes created for Louis Agassiz are a painful and unsettling look into 
the focus on black bodies.134 These slave daguerreotypes were discovered at Harvard’s Peabody 
museum in 1975 and shown in the exhibition “Nineteenth Century Photography” organized by 
the Amon Carter Museum in 1992.135 This series consists of fifteen highly detailed images on 
silver daguerreotype plates, which show front and side views of seven southern slaves, men and 
women, largely naked.136 The individuals sit or stand facing the camera with a directness and 
forthrightness that is at once familiar and utterly strange. Brian Wallis notes that if it is a shock 
to see full frontal nudity in early American photography, it is even more surprising to see it 
without the trappings of shame or sexual fantasy.137 Here, the seated women calmly reveal their 
 








breasts, and the standing men are stark naked. But their attitudes are detached, unemotional, and 
workmanlike. In what seems to be a deliberate refusal to engage with the camera or its operator, 
they stare into the lens, their faces like masks, eyes glazed, jaws clenched. Fascinating and 
disturbing, these pictures raise compelling questions about the construction of – and social 
investments in – the categories of “race,” “science,” “photography,” and “the museum.”138 
 The daguerreotypes, which were taken for Agassiz in Columbia, South Carolina, in 1850, 
had two purposes, one nominally scientific, the other political. They were designed to analyze 
the difference between European whites and African blacks, but at the same time they were 
meant to prove the superiority of the white race. Agassiz hoped to use the photographs as 
evidence to prove his theory of “separate creation,” the idea that the various races of mankind 
were in fact separate species.139 Though strictly scientific in purpose, the daguerreotypes took on 
a very particular meaning in the context of prevailing political, economic, and aesthetic theories 
about race.  
 In comparing the portrait of Edward J. Roye, (fig. 4) and Jack Guinea, (fig. 14) ca. 1850, 
taken by J. T. Zealy, (1812-93) the stark contrast between the portraits are evident. Edward J. 
Roye stand, dressed in a fine suit, and raises his hand as if pledging an oath while Jack Guinea is 
seated, and partially clothed. The focus in the first portrait is on the oath, whereas the focus in 
the second is on the body. Jack Guinea is stripped of identity markers such as clothing or props, 
his eyes lock with the viewer’s creating an arresting image. It is bizarre to see this daguerreotype 









one. To see this photograph which was intended to prove that blacks are genetically different 
(and inferior) to whites in a silver case with velvet lining is discordant and jarring.  
 Both of these images address identity and race, albeit in somewhat different manner. 
Roye’s daguerreotype identifies him as a leader, a member of the middle class, and a man who 
commands power. Jack Guinea’s photo, which focuses on the body of a black man, presents him 
as a scientific specimen, or object. Even though there are no clues to Jack Guinea’s personal 
characteristics in the photo, the viewer is struck by the undeniable humanity which is present in 
his gaze. The Agassiz daguerreotypes evoke an emotional response in the viewer, whether it is 
outrage, disgust, sympathy, or fascination, these images connect with the viewer on a level which 
has the opposite effect of how they were intended. Rather than seeing a different species, we are 
confronted with the brutality of racism and the suffering it inflicted. While the camera has 
recorded race in both daguerreotype portraits, it has done so in such a way to reveal the 
difference between these two people. The difference in appearance, from the texture of hair, to 
hairstyle, to wrinkles, to the shape of the nose and lips argues for the individuality of African 
Americans. These differences indicate the uniqueness of a person, his equality with humans, his 










CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION 
 This thesis has explored the tension between scientific and portrait photography in 
nineteenth-century Unites States through an examination of the daguerreotypes of African 
Americans who emigrated to Liberia under the auspices of the American Colonization Society.  
Through an analysis of the daguerreotypes of Jane Roberts and Joseph Jenkins Roberts and 
Edward J. Roye, taken by African-American photographer, Augustus Washington, I have shown 
how these images communicated simultaneously in two contexts: the African American as a 
colonized body and the African American as colonizer. These images reveal people who were 
well-versed in the nineteenth-century discourse on race, and used the medium of photography to 
not only counter it, but to claim a place in a society which had only treated them as commodities.  
They did this through the careful selection of dress, pose, and adornment, mimicking powerful 
figures in American society. This adherence to nineteenth-century bourgeois portraiture 
conventions removed any perceptible difference between the Liberian sitters and their white 
counterparts except for race. This focused attention on the specificity of the individual through 
skin tone, facial features, hair texture, and demeanor, and utterly refuted slave photography’s 
focus on black flesh. These identities are dynamic, of constant transformation, negating the 
concepts that genetics and the class system pre-determine one’s trajectory of potential. African 
Americans in Liberia used photographic portraits as a means to counter images of voyeurism and 
objectification which denied subjecthood.  
 Frantz Fanon’s psychology of colonialism and Homi Bhabha’s concept of mimicry 
provided a theoretical framework to consider the self-representation of the Liberian sitters. This 
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enables us to see and understand these images in ways that illuminate the effects of colonization 
from both perspectives – as a colonizer, and as a colonized.  
     The relationship of photography to race in nineteenth-century United States is a complex one 
in which African Americans were treated as objects, not subjects, as commodities, not people. 
Science, and the pursuit of knowledge, became interwoven in discussions on race, and scientists 
used the new photographic technology to attempt to answer questions about the origins of man. I 
have shown how these sitters responded to several different constructions of black identity: racial 
scientific theories of black inferiority, questions about gender identity, and the racial other 
through their photographic portraits. I have shown how the sitters constructed identities in which 
blackness is seen as selfhood, rather than pathology. 
 For further study, in terms of American photography, a comparison between the Liberian 
daguerreotypes of Augustus Washington and those of freed blacks in the United States during the 
same time period might yield new discoveries on the performance of black identities. One set of 
photographic images that this thesis only addresses in limited ways is the portraiture of free 
blacks in the United States. I chose not to include these images for comparison due to the 
scarcity of images available for study. It would be possible to make a comparison using images 
from W. E. B DuBois’s The Exhibit of American Negroes which was a sociological display 
within the Palace of Social Economy at the 1900 World’s Fair in Paris, however, the 
photographer of many of these images remain unknown. To compare these images would be to 
discover if the Liberian sitters’ status as colonizers changed the way they portrayed themselves 
in comparison with free blacks in the United States. It would be interesting to see how this 
difference in local identity might alter the appearance of the images.  
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 This study has shown how African Americans performed new identities through the newly 
emerged technology of photography, actively engaging and countering the racist discourse of 
nineteenth-century United States. This thesis offers the reader an opportunity to rethink what it 
meant to picture black freedom and citizenship well before the passage of the Thirteenth 
Amendment.  
  

























Figure 1 The American Colonization Society membership certificate 
 
 





























Figure 7 Nicholas H. Shepherd, Mary Todd Lincoln, ca. 1846 or 47. Daguerreotype, Library of 
Congress. 
 
Figure 8 Alphonso Lisk-Carew, Bondu Girls, Freetown, Sierra Leone, ca. 1903-5. 
Photomechanical reproduction, 5 1/4 × 3 1/4 in. (13.3 × 8.3 cm). The Metropolitan Museum of 





Figure 9 Samuel Miller, Frederick Douglass, ca. 1847, Daguerreotype, 14 × 10.6 cm (5 1/2 × 4 
1/8 in., plate). Art Institute of Chicago. 
 





Figure 11 Joseph Jenkins Roberts, wood engraving after a daguerreotype by Augustus 
Washington. 
 




Figure 13 Isaac Jefferson, ca. 1847 
 
Figure 14 “Jack (driver), Guinea. Plantation of B. F. Taylor, Esq., Columbia, S.C.” 
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